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Changing the global views to avoid social calamities
Prologue
Social calamities have deep rooted into humanity for survival and
the same is threatening the global population
as Diaspora, a group of people form one
country living across the world, no longer can


Social calamities are
the accumulated

exists, if the differences continue. It becomes

psychological feelings

unavoidable for all to integrate, for the living

of individuals for not

and is pushing the social structure to refine to

being liberated but

give way to globalization considering human
values as the calamities are well addressed by
the

international

public

forum

to

the

restricted to social
bindings as discipline.
Individuality is
inherent and finds a

immediate effect. It is high time to think of the

place to come out and

various roots of social calamities uprooting the

unfortunately for the

humanity and ethics to reform, reorient and
refine towards human culture and ethics to
compliment all and compromise nothing, to

greed and
irresponsibility of the
leaders, the same are
emerging out as

come up on one’s own in their own pace

calamities

without any erosive emotions that increase



the longevity. We must accept that we had
reached ultimatum towards materialism and we had started realizin g
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the lack of human values, as the imbalance has reached the family of
two even, to feel for private space and individual right that the social
structure must be reformed to individual rights and preference. Who
remains stuck to materialistic attitude are not for their ignorance but
for their ego to give up, as even with the man who survives on daily
wages and who do not have the habit and necessity of saving earns
more than what he needs and spends the same lavishly. The zero on
the right of currency may increase with different levels of earning with
different work pattern but the attitude remain the same basically and
since every one have good in him to an extent, that we can easily make
them orient toward straight and easy earning to make all black into
white that the social calamities can not spread further to the core. The
strategy lies in making the guideline values of assets specific to a
particular property and in dissolving all taxes and levies including
income tax that the governance find self sustaining measures to earn
for its survival which make several departments merge, dissolve that
finally what is absolutely necessary remain in the governance making
every thing online, and the same becomes self nourished. The non
judicial stamp paper for not giving way to legal action automatically, it
resembles the plain paper signed by the involved and that holds value
in the court that none need to register the purchase but to inform the
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possession of the same to the government to verify and to keep track
for furthering the same by any other in future. When this is blocked
registration of properties is simply the information to the government
to keep records updated to the current details and to the original, we
get all black money into white money and the possession of property is
on the capacity of the individual and all should be capable, for there is
only way to earn straight and the same be informed to government for
keeping it audited. This paves way for perfect balance of finance till the
reserve bank that there is no way for illegal earning but the dilutions
that were existing so far for the deviation in the revenue procedure
gets fixed when the governance is made online to check illicit activities
too. I hope the governance pay due attention to it that we make India
shining towards making global civic integrated and leap towards
prosperity complimenting all countries.
ASPIRE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE ONLINE PUBLISHING SERIES

Changing the global views to avoid social calamities
Introduction
The society pertains to the interconnectivity and integration of
many individuals, groups and communities is prone to differences for
the belief , habit and custom of all involved which has been widely
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referred as tradition and culture and which is being projected upon a
particular social group as pride, which is actually the basis for social
calamities and hence the natural calamities. The welfare of the society
is from the individual to public and the transformation of carrying
oneself in the society as its part, lifestyle and professional outlook lies
in how one view at the society and the social status of him amidst
others. This is where the difference occurs and the prosperity becomes
calamity for the misunderstanding of one, his status and contribution
in the society to be external which is not really so, but the inner quality
and outlook one have.

The perspiration of what one has about his stance in the society
as a part do not lie on ego, self consciousness, position, material
possession and assets, but how he fixes himself integrated to the
society as a promotional component, whose place is irreplaceable. One
can simply achieve this by being his own that he satisfies himself, his
position in the societal set up and promote the progress of the society
constructively. Several organization who works for the welfare of
public both government and non government have expressed their
concern on the building up of unacceptable situations in the social
being as an individual and as a part of the society and h ence the same
4
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must be discussed of its limitations to promote the progressive growth
of the global civic.

Globalization has dissolved all the differences, and barriers that
we can not categorize now a custom, habit, life style, tradition belong
to one region. It has gone much advanced in social and economic
development of all countries equalizing the fiscal and social resources
equitably. Now, it is in its way to find human development for global
needs where the basic human values becomes necessitated and which
had gone into papers alone for the turbulence and rapid development
in socio economic development which seeded many negative forces
and emotions as the corporate personality and life style. We now are
realizing the personality development for the placement in corporate
and multinational sectors have ruined the originality and creativity and
suppressed the individual to form groups to work for the common goal
as assigned and not to his comfort and work ethics. The goal of the
concern becomes the goal of the team and hence the individual. It is
needless to say for fighting to find a place in the race, most of them
give up ethics and have to forgo justice, professional responsibility that
there are a lot of social calamities both inwards and outwards
influencing the individual’s morale and personal well being.
5
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The social calamities as we see now in common are for what has
been projected as vision, mission and strategic plans of a profession,
the organization to which the employee belong as they have to spend
almost all their time to the profession, unequally, stressed all time,
squeezed to the ultimatum that they drained to the core almost which
results in mental instability and abnormal adventures to keep their
intellectual thirst quenched for reality. We have the other side of it in
the government sector, where there is no need to work, show progress
and the promotion, hike and all perks comes to them automatically
without them showing any progress constructively that they enter into
destructive activities to avoid transfer even which involves huge bribe
and corruption and that intrudes into getting the desired designation
by the deserving. All the mission, vision, strategic plans should be in
line with the objectives of the individual, his potentials that the same is
instilled into him and he can be as he is to perform the best. To be
frank, and to the practicality, such situation very rarely exists and they
all pretend right from the beginning to get the recruitment to achieving
the objectives of the organization. When they have the attitude
inclined to what they do, their performance is original and which has
no substitute. In the race to achieve economic and social sustainability,
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we had gone much away from the roots of humanity that for the
human development in the globalization process we need to
implement many changes.

The United Nations Organization with many of its decentralized
groups is into maintaining a balance and the core of the UNESCO for its
regional importance to preserve the culture, tradition and the life style
of a particular region including the traditional arts, and preserving the
tribal activities is much against the globalization and universal oneness
and need to be refined for the globalization has far reached beyond
question that it becomes a must for every civic to get prepared for
global livelihood and the activities which are much against the same
will definitely feel a shock as the objectives of UNESCO and the trend of
global population are in the extremely opposite direction that they will
never meet and the one to alter its way is UNESCO. When this
happens, we will almost reach the millennium development goals as
they all remain at the goals by words to reach the global population
and the effective means and ways are yet to be formulated.

It must be noted at this stage that the action plans well framed
should reach the common civic, which instills the millennium goals that
7
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we reach the set goals much earlier than we had planned. When the
action plans includes the target group in to the objectives, where as
the propagation of the goals to the public make them mere spectators,
enjoyers without their inclusion by involvement. It must be borne in
mind that the unexpected social status without the contribution is
disastrous and do not stabilize or sustain the livelihood of the
beneficiaries. The same will be negative to promote undue wealth to
the mediators as part of the governance that makes them powerful
and they enter into prohibited activities boldly for the undue wealth
and derived influence. If a country is to develop, to meet the global
standards it needs no financial contribution but the will to promote
them on their own by due assistance in earning the skills and offering
them opportunities. The countries that met disastrous calamities
during world war II became powerful countries now , not for the
financial assistance they received, but for their determination to find
their due place.

As discussed earlier we shall look into the actions to be done to
meet the millennium development goals, which give many versatile
responsibilities to all its units to promote the same and to integrate the
developed, developing and underdeveloped countries. The success
8
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stories are yet to sign up in their history as the same finds the reason
as financial insufficiency and try to make it up with more of funding,
the benefits did not reach the target in majority, but only a small group
that has been continuously under focus for the purpose of statistics.
The bottom line of such activity has not reached the beneficiaries
practically. Hence the action must be not in funding but in finding the
deficit in terms of opportunities to make them self sustained ever ,
which will promote social integrity and there is no way for calamity as
there is no free schemes and funding then.

The equity of resources must be felt in this way, the nature gives
the opportunities equal to all, where you find more physical resources,
and you have people with physical intelligence to get the best out of it.
Where there are no resources, the people will have emotional
intelligence to derive the best of knowledge for survival that they
become the human resources for the global prosperity. The focus must
be in this direction to give them the ways to earn and learn where ever
they are and we form truly egalitarian society. It must be instilled right
from birth that every one is blessed and special that none is deprived
of potential. It all lies in finding the ways as the advancement in
communication and information technologies makes learning the skills
9
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much simpler and specific to each one. The entire system of
stakeholders is to assure an individual, his preferred environment
where he can give out his best to his utmost comfort and that benefits
the system in turn. It must be borne in mind that flexibility is existing in
the work pattern though we have stringent schedule by physical
presence, negatively. That is the unique trait of humanity without
which one cannot work even at the present rate and for this the same
must be considered explicitly taking the volume of work done with no
criteria on physical presence. This enhances the performance and the
output will be much improved with less efforts and mindful application
of facilities available. This is possible with the computers, connectivity
through internet, which makes the world come closer, which makes
the use of time, effectively.

There must be a balance of personal and professional life that the
people have time to think on their own, analyze, refine and come up
with their best. It is to be accepted that in this turbulent world where
we run after something all the time thinking the same as development,
there is no time for one to think about anything and every one wishes
to keep themselves always busy and that is where the core of social
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calamity lies. A professional need not be always engaged only to his
profession, getting away from his personal life.

Most of his official schedule is on personal meetings and
following the routine that he fails to apply his professionalism
mindfully and all his experience and expertise goes as waste in minding
the routine. In this era of thirst to gain celebrity status and search for
flattery, every one wants to keep themselves always engaged
professionally that they fail to live and when they turn back in the
situation when they get compulsory retirement by natural force by
themselves, they could realize the vacuum in their own life which then
can not be compensated. There is a fair share of every on e in the
group, community, and society which if not done for the dominance,
adamancy and authority of the leader or other members, the same will
be certainly reflected on the output and social calamity to destroy the
core purpose of the activity.

This is not felt explicitly, as a failure or a success of an activity can
be measured in more than one form and when the members involved
are not mindful to the core of the activity and engages them only to
discharge duty; they will not see the real reason involved for the same.
11
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This lead to disturbance of the conducible performance , consequent
negative emotions and the truth involved will come out when the
social disturbance builds up to a calamity. Majority can not be repaired
as the related natural, human, intellectual calamities to this social
calamity would have taken an exponential trend by then, much deeper
leading to disasters. Proactive measures of the authenticated
personnel is required much here which in turn open up another issue
of social calamity as reservation based on caste and the efficacy of the
authorities who comes up in the ladder by influence.

The incapability and the misbehavior arise in discharging the duty
when the official concerned does not meet the requirements for a
specific job. The reservation being to promote a particular community,
which is backward, categorised by birth, we give them education and
that is how they can be treated equal. When it comes to job, the basic
criteria lies in discharging the duty to the expectation of the best to
serve the majority that keeps the system live. The appointments based
on reservation only dilutes the system in its performance, as they
always deserve special treatment than being treated equal for
potential in every stage of their elevation blocking the chance of a
deserving by efficiency towards the heading position too. When they
12
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do not posses the required skill but assume responsibility, the total
efficacy of the system goes down and they cannot contribute their fair
share.

When the statistics with the governance goes to the level of
annual income of the leader of the family, economic status of the
family, the best way to bring up the equality and equity is by
prioritizing the economically backward, irrespective of caste. Then we
don’t get the issues as we have with the caste based reservation now
since there is no compromise in the needed potentials to carry out a
job. It should be noted that there are forward class people who remain
economically weak and needs the assistance of governance. The skill
and potential is not by birth but by the exposure with involvement. By
giving reservation, they do not involve voluntarily but set to enjoy the
benefits, as they get everything best irrespective of their performance
throughout their service.

The peer pressure do offers a fair share in social calamity. As one
will always be stressed to maintain an image, a status which may be
much against his originality, they always put themselves under
pressure to squeeze out to the best and loose their whole of life
13
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chasing the fata morgana, mirage of illusion the illusionary image that
they never meet. They loose their self-esteem, the love and affection
to their family members, care to the fellow members of the society in
search of finding a repute, which is false and fell down once the
assumed position is gone. There are more psychological issues involved
with the personnel in governance and their family members after his
retirement, as they do not bear the shock of reality that what all they
enjoyed so far are for their powers and not for their own quality and
value. Many of them come back with extension, enter into second
phase with some other concern and gain nothing, as they don’t find
their true position as a human in search of repute that does not lie
outside but within them.

The peer pressure existing among the civic is the one, which is
getting deep into one’s life style and the one which need to be
eradicated is the view on the society as to how they influence one’s
life. Authority, domination, power, provocative action, negative
emotions like fear, anger, irritation, pull downs make the common civic
to respond weak and these are the sources of social calamities if
unattended. The individual must be brought up with the social concern
considering everyone including him forms a part of the society and for
14
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the development of the global society he should nourish cooperation,
self competence, voluntary contribution, accepting others as they are
but willing to give up ego, negative emotions, comparison and
competition. In this globalised world, the opportunities are ample in
various different combinations with various different networking that
every individual can lead a standard life style if the basic traits of him
to suit the needs of the standard view rises up. There is no way for
poverty unless otherwise it is taken for granted to sustain livelihood by
him.

The opportunities to earn in a more straightway, effortlessly to
lead a peaceful, balanced satisfied life are in plenty and we really lack
work force to execute all of these opportunities, which is very much
true in the existing scenario. What is needed here is the determined
living of an individual in his preferred environment on his own with his
own personal skills that he will have no influence and pressure from
outside but can give his best to compliment others. This is they way we
eradicate external pressure and activities on undue personal benefits.

If one gets convinced, what he can do and what are his skills that
can be enhanced, if one determines whether basic trait is to live on his
15
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own, by following the routine, take risks to come up, he could well
define his future and there lies the responsibility of Academia. The
individual from childhood must be reared to analyse himself, find the
merits and demerits, adopt good practices to gain qualities and in
every stage he must be able to set goals for himself. For this the
education system must give way for self learning, motivation,
continuous assessment, support, complete knowledge on education
through experiential learning and self confidence to meet the real life
situation. Then the team spirit and group activity do not become a
custom or tradition formed by the leaders where the members do not
contribute their best, but by the one who takes up the job to involve
who could contribute voluntarily that the output progresses towards
excellence. When the individual builds himself for his own life only with
complimenting others in the society, there is no way for external
pressure and everyone comes up with what they deserve. Then power
becomes responsibility and not authority. We shall see the response
and orientation of different stakeholders to social calamities in the
subsequent discussion. It should be remembered that they must all be
integrated, made inclusive to shift the calamities to contributions by
making self satisfaction with conviction.
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Children
We should feel the children are the pillars of tomorrow’s world
and give them space to give out their best, live their life mindfully.
Their life is their own, and we are the tools to introduce them to the
world to make them understand the world in their own way. We do
not have the right to design their life, but have the responsibility to
help them identify their personal skills and guide them where they can
excel with their complete potentials utilized. They should feel ever they
are secured with the other stakeholders of the society, connected with
them always to learn the world better and never feel they are folded
authoritatively. The stakeholders are instructive to define what they
ought to do in their life to carry on themselves. The society should
always show care and concern that they are for the children when they
seek their guidance in whatever mode, positively but never give them
the fear that whatever they do on their own will go wrong.

The world is thrown open to all equally in this advanced era of
technology that the inquisitiveness, the characteristic trait of them give
plenty of opportunities to learn things better than us. We should be
always ready to guide them, but never give suggestions voluntarily
without them need our guidance for that particular activity. They
17
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should feel they could move ahead with their own potentials enhanced
with the feel that they are completely secured and every member of
the society is to guide them. For this they must be exposed to the
world right from the beginning to face real life situations and tackle
different people in their own way with enough input as what is good,
what is ethical ,what is legal as they are all inborn characteristics of
every child which remain under nourished in this turbulent world of
existence. Actually, the poverty is not in materialistic attitude to attain
the basic livelihood as food, cloth and shelter, but the rich qualities as
ethics, loyal and humanity.

Vulnerable uneducated
The under informed society which need to depend on the other
members of the society by some way or the other become vulnerable
for their ignorance, negligence is taken for authority and dominance
that they become vulnerable to all antisocial activities by their fellow
members. Self-sustenance and well informed of any thing and
everything under the world to check, to follow, to understand and to
interpret in their own way to the depth they can go. This provide them
ways to understand the world to their might with others knowledge,
experience and expertise which remains connected to information on
18
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the net that their vulnerability to social calamities being a part of it
knowingly

and unknowingly

becomes

eliminated. This ample

information provide them confidence to face every one that it gives the
opportunity to enhance themselves to the best of their potential.

When the governance is lagging much behind for authority and
influence, with rules becoming obsolete, the truly educated find no
ways to act for their knowledge and perception and migration of the
potential reserves become unavoidable. It must be understood that
any one can earn an excellent profession in a multinational company,
work from native environment for his potential, and earn the best as
they could from a foreign country. What prevents them from being in
the native country apart from being with their near and dear, to loose
the care and affection of their family and friends is the hatred and
helplessness towards the governance. Since they get the advanced
technology compensate all these through virtual media, they fly
abroad, never wish to come back and the only reason that could be
identified for the drain of potential reserves to foreign countries is not
the money but the unethical and illegal brutality that is reinforced in
this biased and outdated governance explicitly.
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Unborn children
This is another side of the social calamity, which remain
untouched both from the medical and from psychological aspects as
abortion has that much influence in one’s well being which is not felt to
its seriousness and is being taken as the regular activity in many of the
hospitals even now. The advancement in pharmaceutical research has
brought a lot of self-medication in this aspect too, which will be
detrimental in the end. When we find there are long term implications
in a medicine, giving that to the public, permitting the same available
in the market is like advertising on the cigarette packets as smoking is
injurious to health, yet giving it way to move among the public. When
the activity is identified as injurious the same must be banned to the
core as non availability of the same makes them think to avoid the
habit. The sex education taught superficially in the schools are the
reason for this social calamities as the opened pages of sex education
have not been closed with moral, ethics, noble ways to live.

Sex as a need to reach the satisfied rhythm of mind and life
towards filling soul and not related only to physical activity simply. The
same has to be with satisfied mind, with a perfect match where there
is no compromise, in any form. In spite of seeing the red ribbon clubs in
20
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schools which itself is painful, we could find news in the media too,
schoolchildren abort and take preventive medicine. It is not in giving
them sex education we can make them alert, but by introducing
personal hygiene and good habits, making them connected always to
engage them in mindful activities prevent all these. We do not operate
to remove this getting priority for the exposure towards the wrong side
but making the tumor to spread by giving more attention to that side.
The information field has open up a lot many vistas to explore the
nature in many different ways, which is ever evolving and making them
focused into, it will bring progress as we can never sustain. Engaging
the child is to be understood as making them self learn by what ever
they do with connectedness to the elders as guided learning and it is to
be understood that they do self learning with what they have exposed
even if you do not accept and that is what the one of the reasons of
social calamities in the existing scenario. The abortion, whatever may
be the cause is to be counseled in the proactive aspects. It should be
instilled that when the child comes to ninth standard they must be
taught to be dedicated to their parents.

When they comes to pre college they must be instilled with their
social responsibility and commitment that they will be focused on their
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due part in building the society with ethics and when they are to leave
college they must be informed of their professional ethics that they
serve mindfully. Do not preach the children, throw open the relevant
information and statistics of the social calamities existing instead of
money with which they think they can do anything, their inbuilt
conscience prevent them from entering into the illegal activities
anyway. Giving birth to a child is a responsibility than a status, to
complete a family as we add to the world a member who is reared in
the care and affection of us until he stands on his own legs and do his
might to all around him and that forms the conduct of the family
successfully. It must be remembered that nothing comes out of force
but by mindful sharing constructively to convince the involved and get
convinced. None have the right to force things as it fails even with self.
I use the words unborn children here for this activity which with its due
impact to curtail the unethical activities to the core.

Youth
Youth is the status where there is energy, excitement,
enthusiasm and they will take risk to extreme. They must be
channelised for the benefit of their family and society constructively.
The society is no more a community, no more a country but the global
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village. It has shrunk to have the chance to interact, share and take out
the best through internet that it offers ample good opportunities to
learn life long where there is no humiliation, status, ego and all are one
irrespective of the position, designation, age, experience, etc, etc. that
what integrates them all is sharing the expertise. When this becomes
the media of communication in education, and weeding away the
materialistic websites with certification through the server by
government, there will only be positive and constructive transfer
progressive to the global development. When the youth need to be
egalitarian, equal, there should not be reservation, there should not be
free schemes, and there should not be categorization. Every single
individual must be involved with due contribution and get the
assistance and guidance from the government. When everything
comes online and transparent and the assessment becomes
qualitative, the education system will make them involved voluntarily
with no way to find reason for their performance, and they will
perceive the entire content of the curriculum which make them man
instilled with multiple intelligence to design their own world and only
then they will work mindfully. Youth being the significant part of the
society for their energy , must be motivated to realize self, to offer
their best as they are as individuals, the attitude to form groups again
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is dangerous for the precedence evidenced as party. No principle is
static, persistent, but changes with time, situation, and set goals of one
that the individual youth must come up with his own line of thoughts
shaping him, not by blindly following what is said by any one else.

Civic
Though it refers to civic of all age groups, the focus is on those
parts that are in active service and contribute to growth directly by
professional contribution. Only these people have the ways and means
to go out of way to earn by which disturb the balance and cause social
calamities. The greed, the opportunities to go out of way, the support
and cooperation for the superiors, subordinates and fellow mates to
justify the illegal activity as the way to survive becomes the core for the
social calamities, which has deep rooted almost all and uprooted many
families for the unethical attitude. The reason may be the greed of the
involved people on their own, by peer pressure, by the greed of the
family members that he bends for corruption and bribery. The same
then become the routine and we should feel all the youngsters who
enter into the profession believe this out of way procedures are the
routine as per rule and give the same in writing too which is shaking
the system at all levels. Civic must be well informed and do not take
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things to their ego, but sit to set things right in their own way, if not
convinced, to take the issue to the governing people straight away with
the motive to sort it out by arbitration and there should lie the
objective of cooperation for the good cause. It must be borne in mind
that truth never fails and the governance at all levels must assure the
same.

When the issue is being approached mindfully there will be
solution legally enforced by the monitoring people that the civic never
try to take short cuts and illegal routes to gain easy success. Success is
easy in this modern era if the individual tries to take his own path
much different yet within the spectrum of humanity and ethics. The
common civic is the key element for the social calamities knowingly
and unknowingly, directly and indirectly which must be corrected by
the professional system in which they engage themselves as they
refine continuously through lifetime and no one is born corruptive. If
there is no conducible environment and promotional features for the
same, the same will perish. This is the action expected than the an ti
corruption forces and corruption control acts. The same need to be
prevented than to control.
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Senior citizens
They have their due role to play in the capsulated world where
the children of today’s age do not have privilege of being guided
ethically with the experience and exposure of others. They have been
to the old age homes for various reasons and for the ultimate care they
receive and the diet being common to all of them for their age, the
same can be justified for the isolation, negligence they face being
single at home with their own children.

The social drive to be engaged always make the children move
much away form them. But the vacuum could be filled by providing
online services that they interact with children where they could tell
them stories, the morals and all the niche and values of the old system
to convince them. This could extend to all children including those in
orphanage even from their own home, which form connectivity
positively. Their experience hold a value and gets transferred to the
children of tomorrow taking the best leaving out the conventional and
orthodox beliefs which when raised by the children change the minds
of the elders too to fix to the present world. This social networking will
benefit the society constructively against the calamities.
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Academia
Academia has become the education business organizations of
the influential people that they think they could bend rules for their
wish and have been exercising the same at the cost of the value of
education. It leads to dilution and the very basic of examination as the
ultimate assessment system, which bears almost all of the eligibility
criteria to get to the next level, becomes a tool to sell the degrees. It is
common from the press news that there is answer script chasing, there
is malpractice to get 100% results, there is malpractice to get top
scorer in their schools. The parents for their kids to be in the limelight
without due hard work and efforts to learn things for their life
throughout spend money illegally to get them more marks get them
degree that the entire education system is diluted as is much away
from the purpose to fulfill the goal as man making process. It must be
noted that the press news on the above said events are not specific to
the individual who got caught for the illegal, but one among those who
commit the same caught in the activity. They can not do the same if
there is no precedence and for which the case is suppressed treating
the same as the single issue concerned only to the one who got caught.
The management quota and reservation do not based on skill and
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which fail to support the selection on rank basis and which is not the
indicator of merit and intelligence.

Many of the great performers in the examinations do not shine in
the real life situations, as they don’t take up risks for having trained in
the restrictive environment and information, mended to follow only
the instruction given as such. They do not have the opportunities to
excel experiential learning that they lack confidence in real life
situations. The ranking and examination to the core prepares only
masses that could help corporate to flourish but not the governance to
develop the globe to the expected standards. We need individuals with
special skills that they give out innovative plans to take the world
ahead. The existing scenario is that we don’t want to execute the
existing norms to sustain the condition that we degrade the entire
scenario drastically to meet disasters socially, economically and
naturally questioning the existence of humanity. The personality
development and the professional training have taken the personnel
much away from their originality, as they do not refine them by heart
but by external building of image. It many times much more than their
originality that when the critical situation comes , they do not have
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ultimatum their potential reserve that they collapse completely to the
core of psychological disorders.

The psychological disorders seen common among the corporate
and software industries is due to this. For the extremely high pay they
squeeze the individuals which should come to the concern of human
rights. There must be common rules of human resources utilization for
all that the same assures quality life balancing personal and
professional life globally.

The curriculum must have updated content to meet the global
demand with due importance to industrial and experiential training to
build them self confidence that they take up any job as they are. The
courses as personality development and the science of creativity,
professional ethics and consumerism should focus on the individual
strength and skills to compliment the society expecting nothing from
others to the core of self-sustenance. When there is expectation and
symbiosis, the scale will not always stand balanced that there will be
bias at any point of time leading to calamities. Every thought in
whatever mode we analyse finally converge to justify individual speci fic
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approach reinforcing the individual human rights to be mindfully
employed.

Technocrats
The professional ethics must be instilled into every activity that
they should aim to get profit for the benefits their findings and
products offer to the global society in the end and the focus is not on
entertainment, addiction, but on the enjoyment and happiness to carry
on life peacefully. All the amusement parks, with the games using
warnings, as the patients with heart diseases and blood pressure do
not take part should have a check legally, because they support the
owners in case of accidents but not the user in case of losses. There are
chances of first incidents and such games are to be replaced with fun
games, humor activities that on the other side promote health. The
infrastructure and town planning is totally against the ventilation and
lighting, long term expansion in mind that there will be huge loss of
public money which need to be avoided. The system is to think of shifts
in three terms that expansion is with man power and not with space
and units. The products should exist in the market throughout their
lifetime and the longevity of the products assured for the conservation
of resources. The advancement of technology should be for the benefit
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of public and the obsolete be banned for the advancements and should
not be sustained for existence as the paper mills, mobile phones,
telephones and postal department as they all can be replaced by online
activities. The focus is not on material profits, the competition not on
making a brand famous by popularity but on the quality and utility
respectively. There are still areas of research on utilizing the natural
forces for energy production against fossil fuels that remain untouched
but many illegal, hazardous projects receive funding from the
governance globally misleading the public towards disastrou s ends.

Global Diaspora
Diaspora is a dispersion of a people, language, or culture that was
formerly concentrated in one place. This is the result of globalization in
the past few decades which had open up new vistas of global
expectations that need to be answered for global integrity and
prosperity because it is high time to come out of shells of region, caste,
language and culture to work for humanity. The globalization in the
initial stages has concentrated on the socio economic development at
the cost of humanity and ethics. In the verge of gaining social status,
sophisticated life pattern the potential

reserves of all

the

underdeveloped and developing countries migrated to developed
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countries , offered their expertise squeezing themselves and made
their governance automated even on the time they face Y2K problems.
They had satisfied their family, their status thirst but personally lost a
lot of human values right from selling their self-esteem to stick to a
career to compromise their personal life through making their
counterpart to play the dual role of parenting, making them too under
pressure. What all they had achieved is giving way to unprecedented
spurt in the land values, building costs, education charges and life
support system that the natives could not bear the same and enter into
negative emotions, corruption, and bribery. For the abnormal cash
flows they finally the imbalance in the financial conduct that the black
activities all become white explicit out of ignorance. If the governance
has to take action for the illegal activity, it has to execute action
through revenue department for each purchase of land and buildings
as none of the document bears the true value, including their own. It is
becoming serious in locking the public fund as the same were not
printed but by these people , blocked from the regular cash flow and
the target groups are the middle and low income group who do not
know to spend what they earned mindfully as they have also enhanced
their earnings proportionately. They spend all their earnings in undue
activities of addiction and illegal conduct that lead to social calamities.
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Poverty is not a curse now; it is accepted for the bearer. The
opportunities have become multifold that we need work force now as
unskilled with only the drive to learn and work. Starting from the
economics, social status, possession of sophisticated life support
system, one need only the will to procure and money is not a
constraint now that can be earned easily if the mind is set for
possessing the comfort.

The financing systems with banks for their existence, killed ethics
to the core that for the low EMI, any one can purchase anything of
their choice and this is leading to irrevocable social calamity though not
explicit for the false status. Desire to possess everything has gone from
materials to celebrities that the human value is going down and down
and this is highly unfortunate for the global culture being understood
as complete freedom without commitment which is not so, but which
is liberation with individual choice of environment. When the earlier
lead to conflicts as they interfere with others personal space, the
second one gives solitude to design one’s own personal space where
he is the king of himself. When the first leads to disaster, the second
one gives complete satisfaction and enhanced performance. The social
stance for the globalization on its first move to establish social,
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economic equivalence have brought in this calamity which will be
balanced only with due concentration on instilling human values in the
global context.

Gender parity
The gender bias still exists and is a global issue irrespective of
developed, developing or underdeveloped countries, where only the
degree and level of harassment differ, which exists everywhere even
among the well educated. The women for the social system have to
take up more loads to the core of 100% at home and in the work place.
The government of India still talks about 33% reservation in the
professional status. The culture and traditions have not changed yet
and even the top officials as women have the pride of saying that they
cook and take care of family chores on their own. Whereas the equality
lies in accepting them to be equal both in family and professional life.
There is nothing wrong for a man to take care of family chores equally,
there is nothing wrong if he takes house hold responsibility equally
that make women shine more as they are. They are not weak any way,
they are physically strong, mentally strong and emotionally strong too
and that will get exposed when they meet critical situation to handle
by themselves. Women do not come to rescue of any men in dispute,
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for the bad name and comments she gets in the activity, even to
women, as she will be named adamant and talkative, that hinders her
furthering as the whole universe lives on references . But for the men
who has the right to come for rescue in the name of heroic deed and
manliness holds it and when they get a support, they use it for the ease
of solving the issue, which is common to both men and women in
general.

Only the extraordinary will say no to assistance without their
consent. When it is psychologically accepted that the originality comes
in the critical situations, by originality the women are brave, courage,
balanced by always that they take 100% responsibility voluntarily when
the situation demands, like men. They make themselves as weak and
timid, dependent if there is a source for them to enjoy the privilege
and they do which is what we see in regular life. It is to be noted that
women respond much faster than men, women gets back to routine
than men and women completes the task quicker than men. What
makes them second in the humankind is the culture and tradition of
civilization framed by the society. By nature for creation, women are
the point of origin for all activities and their immediate rescue from
shocks is needed to carry on life further. Men are the tools to carry on
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further the purpose and which balances the livelihood that both share
equal parts and for their due contribution, physically, morally and
psychologically.

The wrong concept of treating both equal to share all loads
everyway made the scenario worst and biased to burden an individual
as it is to be understood, every one is unique and special and deserve
their due contribution irrespective of gender and that is equality. Every
activity has the hard and soft component. So is the creature of
anything in the universe, this can also be identified as hard and soft
parts in every human. When the civilization interpreted the hard and
soft components as male and female, the distinction came and the
activities had been categorised for themselves based on the
categorization that becomes specific to men and women respectively.
When the hard and soft are felt as the skills of individual, we could
conclude every individual is equal and special and it is the will to take
up a responsibility that makes the difference. If this is understood and
if the individual is made to come up on his own taking up the best
ethically, for his might and convinced, there will not be difference and
there exists only humankind. The dress code, the habits, and public
posture of an individual is their own right and responsibility that none
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have the right to interfere. If this is given, the responsibility lies with
the individual that checks all illegal activities. The social calamities due
to the mindless rules as there will be only one life partner and the
issues with initials and date of birth lead to social calamities in the
children as the hindrance in building their self-confidence.

These procedures make them feel depressed during those times
and which gets mounted up leading to social calamities as they fail to
understand the situations which make their parents to take the
decision and go against them for the procedure and humiliation, prick
involved in it. No one is slave to other; no one is dependent on other
when they reach self-sustenance with self confidence and exposure
that the opportunities will be visible only to those who open their
minds. The eradication of gender difference lies in transferring the
priority as a human, not as a male or female. Rules are to be followed
as rules and if the general scenario checks the same it should be
properly amended and no individual as a governing person have the
right to take decision on his own, even with the help of a policy
decision as the policy decision should support the execution of rules
simplifying the procedures and should never go away from the rules.
Globalisation has made new paradigms in the social stance of
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individual too to move much away from the spheres of influence to
lead a independent life if the self esteem is checked and that focuses
several rules of the governance to be reformed. When the same is
confined to the constitutional base alone, there is no need for new
amendments and rules as the preamble alone is inclusive of every
specific issue of an individual to a country.

Media
The journalism is too corrupted these days for the monitory
benefits and survival. To boost the circulation, they give false and fake
news damaging the repute and career of celebrities and popular
persons that we have ethical journalism now forgetting that the
bottom line of journalism is ethics. As the same gives first information
about any fact to the mass that they have to be genuine in giving true
facts to the fine details of the same collected in the interest of the
public without bias and they do not publish unwarranted matters
simply for publicity. It is to be noted in the existing scenario there are
agencies, who mediate the media and the concern to publish the news
like advertisement, which boasts simply exaggerating the facts. With
the advent of news channels and privatization of the same, there are
more versions for the same thought and idea that people get always
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engaged giving up their jobs of significance, their family welfare
attracted by the fantasy of the shows.

There must be check on the programmes to the core of censor as
we have for the theatre films since many of the programmes violate
the norms legally, project legal violations as achievements. They give
new more ideas for crime and which reaches more prominently for the
closeness the same will create with the viewers, which is more
damaging than the theatre projection. Many of the programmes are
dangerous, provocative, misleading and in the name of live shows, they
enter into the privacy of family matters that continue to split the family
with the josh due to the addiction the media generates for the
publicity. With the provocative queries of the moderator the
participants gets hypnotized to give out more matters that are
personal and what is not needed for the conduct of the programme
ethically and the same leads to social calamities between the
communities, families, and conflicts within the family.

Governing people
The governing people are to bear in mind that they represent the
need of the public to the administration and they take part in the
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governance authenticated to do public service and not public
authority. They should not drag an issue unwarrantedly, they should
not get into bias for influence and they should take risk to move on
finding the truth with evidence and solve the issue amicably for the
benefit of the involved that the same thing should not get repeated
else where in the form of government order or court order. The
politicians should know their limits and should not enter into the
governance and policies to influence shaking the ethics. There must be
stringent norms to check their interference. It should be remembered
that the governance is a team of all personnel who receives salary from
the government and deserve the right to reform, register their feed
back derived from their experience.

Administration
They form the key component of execution of scheme to reach
the target group and they should form the scheme in such a way that
the beneficiaries voluntarily avail the schemes by themselves and do
not permit the ethical dilemmas to intrude through mediators. They
must be bold to take initiatives and should know the rules and
objectives of the department on their own and do not depend on the
clerical cadre for knowing the routine which will dilute the system to
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the core. They must be exposed well to real time factors and must have
their knowledge applied to social events that they should project
themselves as good administrators with their strategic plan made
known to all explicitly. The automation imparts transparency and keep
away the influences that every department should transfer their
procedure automated and every official should have hands on access
to information that they receive and respond to complaints on their
own, forward them to the concerned that as a head, they take charge
of the consequences of any action and solution to any problem. The
telephonic and personal conversation for the official purpose should be
banned and must be substituted with writing, to the best by online
communication that the efficacy and transparency improves.

Politicians
The basic idea of the political system is to impart secular
democratic governance that every common civic receives equal
opportunities and all the grievances be passed on to the governance ,
discussed in the parliament to arrive at a reprisal system and solution
to benefit the society at large in the long term measures. They need to
focus on their ward which paved them way to governance and assure
peaceful living and the meetings be made online as they could register
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the entire conduct and there is no way for heated arguments and
provocative statements which will divert the course of the meeting.
There is no way for the filthy and indecent words used which will lead
the system and which has been felt long time as the lag of political
system that educated do not get into it voluntarily and this gives way
for the opponent boycott the session on their own. When the
canvassing and voting be made online, proposing their own plans and
their own achievements, there will be healthy, conduct of all the
parties involved and the system will be totally transparent. They need
not spend money illegally, and need not bend for the influential, block
the financial reserves in black activities that the extremity leads to
global recession.

Congress

which

means

the

parliament,

the

house

of

representatives to make laws and the senate, being the first political
forum of Independent India, the same had been framed to assist the
senate, the president or the governor in the central and state
government as per constitution of India which included the council of
ministers later and which is given as advisory in the constitution.Later
with the differences among them, there eveolved a number of political
parties that moved away form their professional ethics that the same is
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standing as the main source of social calamity against democratic
governance for public and can be dissolved to give equality to all
members of the house, that there need not be political parties, but
there can be localized move specific to the area and represent the
grievances of the same in the council, to assist the departments and
governor or president to remain as the executive head of the state and
nation as per constitution practically in which case the y are to be
elected with individual voting form the common civic which can be
made online to make the process easy and effective, economical too.

The United Nations has to take initiatives to integrate all nations
and all of them form a part of all treatise and conventions. The same
holds the right to indicate the flaws as the three-nodded governance
with the chief information officer, Supreme Court and the president of
India hold the right to correct each other and many times, it is
unfortunate to realize that they form team and maintain silent though
their immediate attention is demanded for the situation. Corruption
should be prevented with updated norms and transparency and can
never be controlled. The military forces of all countries be dissolved for
the intervention of the UN and they can be used for fighting the
natural calamities and rescue action, by making them merged with
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police department of the nation. If there is no military force readily
available with advanced training, no country will plan to move for war,
since the education and civilization make conviction of the involved an
easy job.

Services
All professional services are to gain the expertise to use resources
mindfully and to the fullest of the life time. Professions that benefit a
huge mass to save their lives, to get a healthy peaceful environment
belongs to service sector and the pioneer in this is the medicine
service. The personnel involved must be dedicated, selfless and should
follow the Hippocratic Oath which reflects the general ethics of
humanity too. Next comes the law and order service, and it is very
unfortunate that they had been spoiled to the core to corruption
explicitly and give up the ethics to search for truth to yield to influence
and external pressure for personal benefits that the law and order dies
to the core. The affected not only receives undue treatment for the
blind support of the police, but also encourages the committer to move
fiercely that none will have the courage to approach police that the
mediation and loot enters into the system.
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The law and order, judicial system must be reinforced with
advanced technologies that the enquiry and collection of evidences be
online and the same must be verified for the relevant procedures and
words of the involved will not be taken as such. They should set to
gather evidences to convince the involved and should never drag the
issue for the benefit of their self, for they make the ignorant as victim
against ethics and as we have the slogan truth never fails, it will
manifests itself and get all the involved illegally receive the due as the
pain of the victim ignorant of the incidence is more powerful and has
its influence in most unexpected directions which the consciousness
never indicate. It is more related to spirituality and conscience, the
power of inner light and which has got more intense wave length than
light that will speak of what the emails could not for the same
penetrates the mind. Emails serve as a tool to awaken the inner
conscience to receive the light of truth. It can only be felt on selfrealization.

Industrialists
The industrialists have the master role in setting things right as
they have to pay a huge amount as tax and to get license for their
business, they enter into bribing the governance. They give false
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financial statements and to make their transaction cleared earlier to
avoid the stagnation causing losses to them, they bribe. They make
their products manufactured without the careful planning to conserve
reserves and to bring down the production costs. They should include
the environmental costs too to incorporate zero emission technologies
and the basic concern to conserve the environment, resources by using
environment friendly technique make their procedure meet the clean
requirements, and they do not have to spend much on the ISO
standards and EM certification. When they use natural resources and
biomaterials they can make the products cost less and make their life
period fully utilized. Not only the consumer products but the
machinery manufactured too has rapid advancements that there must
be proper gap between the two consecutive models with reasonable
updates to support the cost hike. The advertisement should not
mislead the buyer but should tell them the fact to have long lasting
relationships.

Business people
The business people not only should target on profit but consider
their service to the public to give quality products for the money they
spent .Especially, those who work for the food, shelter clothing related
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products should think their activities are all benefiting millions of
people on their health and hygiene and should be prepared with
ethics. They should think of the options to go for products reach the
customer by quality and not by the fantasy.

The price tag, wrapper and cover for each piece are going to be a
waste and that cost added to the unit price is again a waste. Instead
the advertisements and publicity should focus on projecting the niche
qualities and longevity for the amount paid and that should replace all
these redundant costs that all will avail quality products. The hotels,
restaurants must be clean to the core which is the responsibility of not
only the owner but the user too. Preweighed packets of food grains
came into existence only for the malpractices of weights and materials
involved, which is now taking place at the packing stage itself, in spite
of the monitoring authority as the users were not involved in the
activity. They don’t bring out the effects but stop buying the same
anymore that the fake activities do not reach the monitoring authority
at all. More over, the visits of these people as a team will reach the
involved much earlier that they could go hiding their mistakes and
bribing the officials for their ethical dilemma to give up vigilance.
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Consumer
Consumers form the basis of all the illegal and unethical activities
the sound will come only both hands tap each other. They should have
green consumerism of what should be bought and what is beneficial in
the end. When they do shopping, they should not be dragged by the
fantasy and image, they should think of the ill effects the same has and
it must be borne in mind that not all quality products are expensive
and not all expensive products are of best quality. Experience, query
and the analysis of statistics about the product make one to take
proper decision and the other side who is benefited with profit for
selling a product should give enough time for the user to think and the
product should not be forced upon them, its utility must be felt. For
regular maintenance, for the annual maintenance contract, they do
involve in replacing the usable products that has not worn out with
meager use and size of the family that is not taken into account. Many
of the services and replacements are cheating the customer as the
same is reshaped and brought back to the market easily. The air
conditioner, washing machines, water purifier could all be utilized for
the maximum with regular maintenance and which can be done by the
user for which getting the annual maintenance contract by force is
unethical. All of them must be checked by the alertness of the user to
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say no rigidly in spite of all their sweet words because the money we
invest is our sweat. The mobile phones are detrimental to health, they
must have the minimum usage only when absolutely needed, and the
irrelevant messages as advertisements, forwarded from friends must
be avoided as they consume a fair amount of our time, divert and
make us addicted to the same.

Corporate
The corporate sector is taking the lead since the initial stages of
globalization when it focused only on the socio economic aspects and
which had resulted in the global recession for the personnel have been
squeezed completely. The team spirit had been transferred to them as
obliging the words as such, the cooperation as to do what have been
instructed and success is giving the output in the stipulated time. This
though benefited the concern, put a heavy stress on the individuals to
give up the originality, innovation, personal strength and focus on
single intelligence on the outcome suppressing the others that they
don’t mind the job but do them superficially.

What all we have achieved as success in the corporate sector now
are the idea of the heads which resulted similar pattern of job and we
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face monotony in the output and that again make all users to get fixed
to the standard pattern , expect the same everywhere and we fail to
live but survive for the design to fit. With the tools of corporate
activities , each option can be unique and when we sell ideas we feel it
is to bring out maximum profit and is to be patented which is wrong.
Ideas are infinite and those who wish to copy can go ahead with it,
once the base, the core of the concept for which we work is within us,
we will be giving rise to many different patents. The clashes, the
difference, the conflicts, the legal issues arising out of the same are the
bottom line of rivalry existing nowadays with the leading corporate
pulling down each other.

We should think if we could reach such progressive economic
growth amidst this, if they all become legends in their own regime
without interfering with the independence of others, how far we could
have gone in reaching the global standards. When they got more jobs
due to automation, they have not been taken to a wide group of
personnel, but given to the employees of their own to make them earn
all time and that is the reason for psychological disorder and mental
instability of the corporate in the recent years. The relaxation and the
week ends , vacation after a task go as a team again where they fail to
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realize what their status is as every one is unique and solitude is
essential for self realization especially in this modern era where every
one boast, every one puts a mask when they come into socializing.
Criticisms and corrections value a lot in the existing scenario as they
are rare and must be taken for the concept and not against the person,
which is building conflicts with people around. Convincing and getting
convinced is the way to peaceful living and it is with the integration of
all activities concerned.

Legal services
The legal advisors are engaged in almost all public, private and
government department to focus them on legal implications involved
in the innovative measures they take. All their activities being checked
for the procedure from time to time, which is now taken an illegal,
form to advice the concern to use the flaws in the rules and laws for
fake activities. They mislead the complainant in case of issues, use the
judicial system for their advantage and use the procedures available
with the judicial system for the drag and undue fabrication of
evidences, producing false evidences and so on. To make their survival
with the concern that they earn more, experience in the negative
direction and move further on materialistically killing the ethics of their
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profession. The judicial system must check their stance with stringent
procedure and if any legal advisors indulge in giving wrong information
explicitly on behalf of the concern, his license to practice the
profession must be cancelled and only this measure will bring them
back to track.

Counsel
The

psychotherapist practice counseling

in

psychological

disorders of an individual and it is getting to the dangerous side that
they make all those who approach them as patients giving them some
medicine to pacify and be permanent with that medication that their
sustenance is attained. This in turn affects the social well being of the
patient, their family and the consequence continue to be the chain of
reactions that their offspring experience the problems for no serious
illness is involved with the concerned. The continuous preaching and
the special treatment make them patients ever and this provokes the
situation, as every human is susceptible to care and affection from any
way.

As the water goes to the low level, the human too find ways
where they remain peaceful, and this attitude must be constructively
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used in this turbulent world where the hastiness make every one
disturbed psychologically by one way or the other. The NGOs and social
organizations on the other hand for the survival of their organization
take the stance to sit to give judgment on their own and which is
leading to severe social calamities now a days which has not reached
the governance. The issues which would have gone into permanent
conducive solution to the concerned, for the interruption of the Social
counselors take serious form and continue as the victims are taken to
social forums and their case history is discussed open to all, making
them abnormal from the mass and they continue to be the showcase
object of these people.

In this era of advanced knowledge no such mediation is needed
as every one is educated now, at least to the level of complete literacy.
The wide exposure make them gain enough knowledge that they no
longer need an external agency but each department of the
governance should have the information section who should be able to
tell them what they have to do the same being in writing the copy of
which should be made available to the victims. The counseling has to
be taken a step ahead to make available all information and rules
pertaining to them explicitly that they can make their grievances
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projected as per rule to convince the governance. In case there is
discrepancy due to lack of knowledge on the victim, he will be
corrected which take the system further on constructively without
making the involved clash vigorously to the core of permanent loss.

Financial auditing
Every concern, every organization and every government sector
do undergo financial auditing and in spite of that we experience fake
activities, corruption and bribery. They give false statements, hide
truths where such activities are involved for their survival that is finally
brought into accounting reflected on the share of public. The clash
existing in accounting due to such irregularities gets reflected till the
apex body of currency, which instead of moving in to the finer details
to correct the system and bring it back to track, finds more ways of
superficial procedures to identify the reason for the difference as legal,
revenue based, where as the core lies on the ethical balance sheet
produced by the auditing professionals. If they do their task without
any bias, just as per the procedure every one will have no way to fake
and malpractice that the system functions to benefit the majority.
There can be losses, which are unavoidable , but must be accounted to
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carry on the corrective measures, and the involved should not hide
facts to save name and fame as mistakes too are unavoidable.

Private sector
The private concern which do not function with the funding of
the governance, think they can do anything as per their wish which is
not so. They are very much under the surveillance of government,
which is to check the private sector squeezing their human resources.
The schedule must be between 10.00 and 3.00 PM for all. The leave
facilities must be in line with the government and the salary too,as
they became private not because the government can not fund, but
they can stand on their own earnings in which case they must be able
to employ people as per government norms and give all perks
applicable to the government employees. The human who work for
them should have the equality as per fundamental human rights with
respect to environment and dignity.

The work space should provide a personal space for each
employee to work and the same is going to be his place of utmost
comfort that he gives out his best. The presence of all in a hall make
the working atmosphere cumbersome, noisy and there are more
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chances to under perform for the influence of others where his
personal space makes him isolated and assigns him the responsibility
to complete the task as required. The performance should never be
linked to the salary hike, which will deprive the quality of life, but must
be on the flexibility of work schedule that they wish to avail the same
without competition and pull down others and which balances their
personal and professional life, which in turn promote the potential
which is expected by giving them the salary hike too.

Conclusion
All the social calamities existing in this scenario are global from
the individual and should focus on both the extremities. The individual
conduct, which leads to social calamities, will be checked by blocking
the routes of ethical dilemma which makes one to be ethical as basic
need to exist. The ethical dilemma being the personal benefit and
external pressure, the barrier to the same is the online activity making
the entire governance work online without oral communication by any
way, banning the telephonic conversation for official matters.

The government providing this facility to the governing people is
making them go illegal with the permission of government as we have
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the way to communicate any one with message online either through
mobile or over internet. For the less educated, there is facility to voice
message, which is recorded. When the system becomes transparent
with the online activities there will not be external influences that
every system functions well. Each department has information officer
and the government has a information commission which attends to
only petitions in an expected format and responds only to the petitions
of their choice not all communications are attended.

The same has to be more vigilant and they should take up
providing the information sought by the public communicated directly
to them and the information officer is the additional responsibility to
the person belonging to the same department and he don’t act for the
rule in spite of his binding responsibility. If the e governance is
executed there is no need for the information commission at all, it is
automated with all information pertaining to the department available
online. The governance should network all concerns from individuals to
heads of the governance that the information pertaining to everyone
must be available in a finger touch. Not only the individual , about his
regular performance, the official details that any one can be traceable
easily and communicated which is much required in this world of
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every thing made possible in fraction of a minute. Without noise,
without pollution, without social calamities we can progress respecting
the individual dignity if every one has the reach by written
communication through e governance which is the way to bring back
ethics.
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